
Chapter 10: Designing surveys

Objective

(1) Learn the technical jargon used in statistical surveys.

(2) Understand the key issues that arise in survey design.

Concept briefs: 

There are many important terms here whose technical meanings differ from 
what you might guess through colloquial usage.   Some of these terms are 
used extensively in later Chapters.  So it is really worthwhile getting 
comfortable with them here.
* Sample vs. population  - what is the difference?

* Statistic vs. parameter  - what is the difference?

* Sampling strategies = (1) Simple Random Sampling (SRS);  (2) Stratified
random sampling; (3) Cluster sampling; (4) Multistage sampling;
(5) Convenience sampling.

* Key bias problems = (1) Voluntary response bias; (2) Undercoverage bias;
(3) Non-response bias; (4) Language or wording bias.
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Basic ideas in survey design 

Objective

You want to learn something about a target group - this is called the 
‘population.’
E.g., Who did EC students vote for in the last presidential elections?

Key ideas

(1) You can get a good estimate by surveying a relatively small sample of 
your population.

(2) The main issue is to make sure your sample is “good.”

(3) A good sample requires “randomizing” and picking an adequate 
sample size.



How to design a survey: Basic recipe 

(1) State the overall objective.

E.g.: We want to study the political leanings of EC students.

(2) Formulate specific objectives, or questions of interest.

E.g.: (a) Determine proportion of liberals, moderates & conservatives.
        (b) Determine whether the proportions differ by sex.
        (c) Determine whether the proportions differ by major.

(3) Identify the population & parameters.

E.g.: Population = EC students.
        Parameters: (a) True % of L, M, C.

 (b) True % of women L, M, C.
 (c) True % of L, M, C, by major field.

(4) Sampling: Identify sample size, sampling method.  Also analyze 
potential bias sources.

E.g.: Size = 100 women + 100 men; 
              Sampling method: stratified random.  Select randomly from EC

        phonebook; send questionnaire by email & followup.
        Potential bias: non-response; unlisted (?); other?

(5) Design questionnaire.  Must typically have at least 2-3 questions for 
each major issue of interest.  Unbiased wording is important.  Most 
questions best to pose as multiple choice.







Example: Ex. 19, p. 288
Solution: 

Population - City voters.

Population parameters - Not clearly indicated. Possibly % of voters who 

support (or oppose) various specific issues.

Sampling frame - All residents in the city.
Sample - All residents they can find in 1 block from each election district of the

 
city.

Sampling method - Multistage cluster (and convenience?) sample. No 

randomization used.  The staff interviews every resident they can find. 

Left out - Anyone not home at the time when the surveyors visit.

Bias or problems - Sampling within clusters is not random, so it may bias 

results.  Also, parameters of interest have not been thought out, or clarified, 

which is a potential source of problems in how they conduct survey.

Exercise 21, p. 288
Solution: 

Population - Cars within a city or region (details not clear).

Population parameters - Number (or proportion) that don't have up-to-date 

registration, insurance or safety inspection.
Sampling frame - All cars on that particular road.

Sample - All cars that pass through that particular roadblock.
Sampling method - Kind of cluster, by area of city.  Perhaps there is 

randomization in selection of roadblock location & time (details not clear). 

Left out - Cars not driving on that particular road, or those driving on the road at 

some other time.

Bias or problems - Randomization of location & time of day is important.  If they 

haven’t done that the results may not be representative.



Exercise 34-35, p. 289
Solution: 
(34.a) Words that introduce bias: “pollute” and “compelled.”
(34.b) Response biased toward “No” because of comparisons with military &
voting eligibility.
(35.a) No obvious bias.
(35.b) Again, use of extraneous words & comparisons before asking the
question.

Exercise 39, p. 289
Solution: 
(a) The average (mean) gas mileage of my car for recent 6 fill-ups.
(b) Mean gas mileage of my car.
(c) The recent 6 fill-ups may not be representative (or, typical).
(d) The mean gas mileage of all cars same as my car’s make & model.


